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   Digital Footprints 
 

Look at each animal’s information that they have online and then answer the questions.  

                           George  

 
 
 
                                        
 

                 Felicity  
 

Name: George 
 

Name: Felicity Firefly (Full name) 

Age: Unavailable  Age: 7 Years old  

Hobbies: Eating leaves from the tallest 
trees.  

Hobbies: Flying around at night with her 
mates Friendly Fly and Ferocious Fly.  

School: Unavailable 
 

School: Fly Community School, NSW  

Address: 43 Zoolane, outside town, 
Australia, 0811. 

Address: Unavailable 

Favourite Food: Leaves and twigs from 
acacia.  

Favourite Food: Pollen 

Favourite Apps: Zoobook and Giraffetube Favourite Apps: Flychat Messenger, 
tweeter. 

Username: George_Giraffe 
Password: Unavailable 

Username: Felicity_Firefly 
Password: lighTUptheSKeye 

Likes: Hanging out with his mates, playing 
soccer and reading adventure stories.  

Likes: Buzzing on people’s doors and flying 
away.  

Dislikes: Edward the elephant and Cheating 
Cheetah. 
 

Dislikes: Bullies 

Secret: I hide my pocket money in the 
hollow of a tree.  
 

Secret: Unavailable 
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           Complete the table using the information George and Felicity have online.  

 
 

Information online 
 
 

            George 
 
 
 
 

             Felicity 
 

The school they attend?                    X ✓  

Address?    

Favourite Food?   

Any hobbies?   

Full Name?   

Username?   

Password?   

Age?   

Apps they like?    

Dislikes?    

Likes?    

Secrets?   
 

Questions:  

1. List the information you think is ok for George and Felicity to have online.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2. Is there any information George has online that isn’t appropriate?  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3. Is there any information Felicity has online that isn’t appropriate?  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4. What advice would you give somebody before they were going to share 

information online?  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Before you share or post anything online, it is important to T.H.I.N.K 

T = is it true? H = is it helpful? I = is it inspiring? N = is it necessary? K = is it kind? 

Imagine you are going to share a recent experience online. What information would you 

share that demonstrates you T.H.I.N.K.  Place your information in the foot. 
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